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Transition economics

Can "Complementary" Currencies Save 
Us From the Next Crash?
If currencies worked according to free market principles, 

they might be much more stable and useful, opines 

Caroline Rothstein

"We have had 97 major 

banking crashes over the 

last 25 years, and we 

have 178 monetary 

crashes over that same 

time period," says 

 currency expert Bernard 

Lietaer. 



In this series of interviews with the movement's pioneers, we take a big picture look at challenges and 

opportunities in the complementary currency movement. In this first interview, Bernard Lietaer offers 

his perspective about what questions we should be asking and what issues we should addressing in 

order to build momentum as a movement and gain greater credibility 
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Bernard Lietaer: 
A big picture look at challenges and 
opportunities in the complementary 
currency movement
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Case Studies

Mexico: Community currencies 
offer refuge from economic 
forces
Túmin, which means "money" in the Totonaca indigenous 

language, is a community currency now circulating among 

80 vendors selling their products at an alternative market 

in the town of Espinal, in the eastern Mexican state of 

Veracruz.

"It's really hard to get people 

to believe that credit lies in 

people, not in the authorities"



Case Studies

"People aren't poor because they 

don't have money, but because 

they don't spend it in their 

neighbourhoods"



Credit where it's due

COMAL's community currency - Solidarity

Exchange Units (UDIS) - are designed to

ensure that money circulates locally,

preventing profit and investment being lost

to outside markets. UDIS have the same

value as national currency (Lempira) and are

used as a form of payment within the

community shops. The shops then use it to

source products from COMAL, which pays

farmers partly in UDIS, which can be used

to purchase goods in the community shops.

Using UDIS within the network enables

COMAL to use Lempira to source goods

from outside the network, and to buy in bulk

at lower cost.

UDIS are also used by COMAL when

providing farmers with loans to access

agricultural inputs and equipment. "We pay

20 per cent interest on a Lempira loan,

whereas a UDIS loan is just 1 5 per cent,"

says Martinez. "This is much better than the

banks, which charge 30 or 40 per cent." The

UDIS loan is cheaper because it can only be

spent in COMAL's community stores. This

guarantees regular customers for the stores

and benefits the farmers who supply them.

Farmers pay back their loans with UDIS,

Case Study

Honduras - a fair exchange

Solidarity Exchange Units are designed to ensure

that money circulates locally, backed by farmer's

produce, and preventing profit and investment

being lost to outside markets.

Digna López Espinal was one of 300,000

farmers who lost their crops in the recent

flooding in Honduras, and yet she is

optimistic for the future. Although she lost

half of the crops due for harvest, as a

member ofCOMAL (The Alternative

Community Marketing Network), Espinal is

getting help to plant for the next season. It is

part ofCOMAL's purpose to improve

farmers' livelihoods.

From small beginnings COMAL has grown

into a network ofmore than 40 smallscale

farmers' organisations and the Espinal

family is just one of 16,000 families who

benefit. As well as helping flood-affected

farmers replant, COMAL purchases their

produce at a guaranteed price and sells it

through a network of over 200 community

stores across Honduras. It also helps to

develop and market the produce, offers

credit and loans to farmers, and has even

created its own community-based currency.

While the network of community stores

purchase and sell these goods, they also

offer a lifeline for many. In some COMAL

communities the most vulnerable farming

families are supported by a social fund

financed with money from the community

shop.

Lempira, or by selling their produce to

COMAL. The benefit of repaying debts in

produce is that their goods can then be sold

throughout the network of community

shops, guaranteeing a market for farmers

after they have invested in production, even

if the price of their crops crashes.

The purpose ofCOMAL, according to

Trinidad Sánchez, its director, is to build

what he calls "economic solidarity".

"COMAL was born out of the idea that we,

the poor, can do business and include the

practices ofmoral principles and values," he

says. "There is no justice if there isn't food

for everyone."

COMAL is also working with similar

organisations in Nicaragua, El Salvador and

Guatemala, helping to develop a Central

America-wide network. Sarah Smith-Pearse,

communications officer at CAFOD

(Catholic Agency for Overseas

Development), which supports COMAL,

praises the organisation's progressive

attitude: "COMAL gives voice and power to

those who are usually at the margins, and

stands as a beacon ofwhat is possible when

people work together."
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In some COMAL

communities the most

vulnerable farming famil ies

are supported by a social

fund financed with money

from the community shop.



located in a very poor neighbourhood where
kids deal with a tough culture full of
violence, disrespect and exclusion. In
addition to that, the school was filled with
very bad behavioured kids whom had
already been kicked out of more then a
school. Nonetheless, the School accepted

every student who applied as long as there
was space. After the School's Political
Constitution was approved, the School
became known as "Mundo Karol" (Karol
World), a fun world!

"If Mundo Karol is a Republic, does it have
a currency?" the Director was questioned
during an interview after the democracy was
established. At first, the Director didn't have
an answer, so he turned to the students,
parents and the school staff. Once he placed
this inquiry in the community a kid came up
with the idea, "it should represent merit",
then another one said, "that's it, our currency
should be called Karol Merits". The system
started with paper coins coloured by parents
handed to a classroom teacher, whom again
turned to kids to figure out what to do with

the currency. The students proposed that
they should receive Karol Merits (KM) for
getting to School on time, and that's how it
started. Kids from that classroom started to
arrive on time every day and teachers were
impressed with the effects of this new tool.
Rapidly every teacher wanted Karol Merits
for it's classroom.

Soon parents were unable to colour enough
paper coins so they created cheques, later
bills, and again a new challenge, "Who's
face should appear on the bills?". Kids once
again settled it, "let's place the president in
the 20 KM bill, the best Minister of the year
in the 10 KM bill and the best Mayor in the
5 KM bill". And that was that.

Every student receives a KM for getting to
School on time and has to give back a KM if
he's late or doesn't show up. If there is a
medical certificate that justifies his miss
attendance he gets his KM back. Every
town (class) has it's fixed monthly budget
managed by the Treasury of the town,
calculated by multiplying the number of
students times the days of the month winch
they should attend school. The KMs from
missattendance are of the teacher's
property, they are used as incentives for
good behaviour and in specific creative
activities. So every month kids get paid for
attending school and their good behaviour.

Case Studies

Karol Merits
A Currency for Kids
Santiago, Chile
The Story of a community currency that emerged within a poor but
innovative School after implementing a Local School Government.
Funny when you start something without knowing where it may take you.
Admirable to trust in your people and give it a go!

the School used to be called
"Karol de Rascovia" (Cheap
Karol)... now it's known as
"Mundo Karol" (Karol World),
a fun world!
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In Santiago de Chile at Pedro Aguirre Cerda
District an Elementary/Middle School by the
name of Karol Cardenal de Cracovia became
a Kids Independent Republic in 1997. An
idea introduces from previous successful
initiatives in Rural Schools from Colombia.
School Governments is pure innovation in
education, it consists in dreaming
inclusively (parents, kids and the school
staff) a perfect world and bringing it to life
by complementing the educational
curriculum with a democracy where kids are
the main actors in a School.

The President of Mundo Karol is a 12 year
old who shares his responsibility with his
parents, the School Director and the School
Staff. Along with the President, the yearly
election give space to Ministers of Family,
Justice, Environment, Communications,
Treasury, among others. Every classroom is
thought as a town represented by a Mayor
and everybody from 3rd grade up has to
contribute in one of the Ministries during the
school year. Yes, as you may have already
figured, this beautiful (somewhat utopian)
story is connected with the issues of the
magazine because like every Republic,
Mundo Karol has it's own currency.

Before we move on to the currency, I must
add that the School used to be called "Karol
de Rascovia" (Cheap Karol) Mundo Karol"
(Karol World), a fun world!. The School is

The spendings usually take place in the so
called "supermerkarol" (Karol
supermarkets) which may occur within a
town or may be open to the entire School.
Donated clothes, toys and food are classified
and priced by the Treasury so that prices are
settled assuring quality. Other ways of

"In this School innovation is
easy because everybody is
taken into part" Juan Carlos
Navarrete, School Director



exchange: the Ministry of Environment once
proposed to punish students who littered
with the option of bail paid in KMs, an
application fee for football tournaments, or
even they could be exchanged for regular
money with interested family members who
may want to keep them as souvenirs. The
biggest supermerkarol takes place at the end

of the year as a Christmas fair, but instead of
toys, clothes and food; kids may buy their
school supplies for next year. In order to

acquire all of their supplies, students need

Photo Students with the Minister
of Finance and Economics (in the
middle)
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to save KMs equivalent to almost 4 months
of class.

The currency has been functioning for 13
years and the School is always open for
innovation in it's usage. "In this School
innovation is easy because everybody is
taken into part" adds the Director. A tool for

Every student receives a KM
for getting to School on time
and has to give back a KM if
he's late or doesn't show up.

The spendings usually take
place in the so called
"supermerkarol" (Karol
supermarkets) which may occur
within a town or may be open
to the entire School.

cooperation,
respectful
participation,
learning math,
"preparing us for
the future"
complements a
cracovian. For my
surprise, the

Director had never heard of community
currencies, but he sure is aware of it's
results. As a taste of it's impact and to
conclude this surreal story, a short and
moving story within the story.

A parent of a students calls for an important
family meeting, "kids, we are going
through a very difficult situation. I have
been trying to get a job for more than a
month now and Mom has lost her job".
The cracovian opens his backpack and
takes out some food for the house, "where
did you get that?" the father, "I bought it
at School"the kid, "but how?, I never
gave you money?", "Dad, I get money for
going to School... don't worry, I'll continue
bringing food".

No words...
More information:
http://www.mundokarol.cl

Photo
Student
showing her
karol merits.

Case Studies



Review

Local Money: how to make it 
happen in your community, 
by Peter North 

Peter North knows that 

everything in the book 

is an experiment, and 

that there’s no one 

formula



Book Review

Preview: Sacred Economics

This article is a adapted from the introduction to the upcoming 

book, Sacred Economics. For more of his writing, or to support him 

and his family, visit http://www.ascentofhumanity.com 

By Charles Eisenstein



Book Review
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